In a paper of nearly thirty years ago (Mahler 1937 ) I first studied approximation properties of algebraic number fields relative to their full system of inequivalent valuations. I now return to these questions with a slightly improved method and establish a number of existence theorems for such fields.
The main result of this paper (Theorem 1) states that every ideal has a basis such that all the valuations of all the basis elements lie below Limits which can be given explicitly in terms of field constants and arbitrary parameters. Both this theorem and some of the consequences derived from it seem to be new; at least I have not found them in the recent treatments of algebraic number fields by E. Artin (1959) , H. Hasse (1963) , S. Lang (1964) , or O. T. O'Meara (1963) .
The paper of 1937 depended on Minkowski's theorem on the successive minima of convex bodies (see e.g. Cassels 1959 ). The present paper, on the other hand, is based on a classical inequality from the reduction theory of quadratic forms, or alternatively, on a basis theorem in the geometry of numbers which was not yet known in 1937. The new approach is more powerful and enables one to construct ideal bases rather than just a system of independent elements of the ideal.
I collect in § 1 the tools from the reduction theory of quadratic forms and from the geometry of numbers which are used in this paper. The next sections similarly contain the facts from valuation theory and ideal theory which are needed.
In a further paper I hope to treat algebraic function fields of one variable in a similar manner.
1.

Let F(x) = F(x lt ---,x n )
be a symmetric convex distance function in M-dimensional real space, K the convex body K: F(x) g 1, and the volume of K. As usual a lattice point denotes a point with rational integral coordinates.
A theorem due to myself (Mahler 1938 ) and H. Weyl (1942) states that there is a positive constant y n depending only on the dimension n of the space and not on the special distance function F(x) or the body K, with the following property. For all n the constant y n may be chosen equal to (2) and for large « it is of lower order than »! It would be of importance to determine the exact value of y n at least for small n.
Let in particular Hence in this case the inequality (1) takes the form [3] Inequalities for ideal bases in algebraic number fields 427
where, by (1) and (2), but this upper bound is for large n not as good as (4). While this paper is based on the inequality (3) for quadratic forms, a different choice of the distance function F(x) might possibly be advantageous.
2.
Throughout this paper, K = P{ §), where F{&) = 0, denotes a fixed algebraic number field of finite degree n ^ 2 over the rational number field P. Here the polynomial F(x) in P[x] is assumed to be monic and irreducible over P.
Together with K we consider its isomorphic images in the complex number field C. 
Then
(6) £«q = where both the sum and the product extend over all the infinite prime divisors of K. These r M absolute values |f | q form all the inequivalent continuations to K of the absolute value \x\ in P .
3.
In addition to the r^ absolute values, K has countably many inequivalent non-archimedean discrete valuations, the r-adic valuations
Iflr
where r runs over all the finite prime divisors of K.
To each such prime divisor r there belongs a unique (positive) prime in P of which r is a factor, and then the t-adic valuation |f | t is a continuation to K of the />-adic valuation \x\ p of P. Conversely, when fi is any (positive) prime in P, the £-adic valuation |x|, has a certain finite number r e of inequivalent continuations |f| t where
runs over aU distinct prime divisor factors of p in K.
For each finite prime divisor t denote by e t its order and by f t its degree, and put % = e x f x . The valuation |£|, can be written in the form 
5>r = », n \t\? = ms)\,.
UP t/n
From now on the letter to will be used to denote all the prime divisors of K, both finite and infinite; on the other hand, q will be restricted to the infinite and r to the finite prime divisors.
For the whole of this paper the product formula (10) I I \S\y = 1 for all | ^ 0 inK P will be fundamental.
4.
Denote by Kp the completion of K relative to the valuation \£\p. Thus, Kp is the real field R for to = q U) , 1 ^ / ^ r x \ it is the complex field C for to = q u> , r x + l sS / ^ r^; and it is the r-adic field for to = r. An adele is an infinite dimensional vector / = {ip} where to each prime divisor to there corresponds a component ip of / which may be any element of Kp, subject to the condition that \ip\p 5i 1 for all but finitely many to.
If ip ^ 0 for all to and \ip\p = 1 for all but finitely many to, 1 is called an idele, and then is the volume of this idele. The same notation is used for an adele. Such adeles and ideles will play only a subordinate role in this paper. Of much greater importance will be the notion of what I called a A-function in my former paper (Mahler 1937) This property might also have been used as the definition of a ceiling. It is true only for imaginary quadratic fields that every ceiling is principal. Under multiplication the ceilings form an abelian group of which the principal ceilings form a subgroup.
6.
The following two simple properties of ceilings will be applied repeatedly in this paper. 
7.
W e procede now to the proof of the main theorem of this paper. Let .
---.P,
•t«r and hence
Since £>$ is positive, it follows then finally from (17) that (18) D 9 = 2-2 '.|i|.
8.
We now apply to 0 the inequality (3) of § 1. By this formula there is a n » x » matrix (g w ) with rational integral elements and of determinant 1 such that terms of use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S144678870002526X Hence, by (3) and (18),
The equation (19) for m h may be written in the form
To this formula we apply the theorem on the arithmetic and geometric means, where we note that «q is equal to 1 for r x and equal to 2 for r % prime divisors q. Therefore (22) |a»|, < A(t) for all r.
Therefore
We now multiply this inequality with the inequality (21) and apply the fundamental equation (10). The result is that terms of use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S144678870002526X
[11]
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and that theref;re
We finally substitute this lower bound for all but one of the factors m k in (20) and then obtain also an upper bound, viz. On applying Ltmma 1 to the formulae (22) and (25), we obtain the further pair of inequalities We also see that always and we may make use of Lemma 2. By combining these results we arrive at the following theorem. The basis a t , • • • , « " given by Theorem 1 will from now on be called a X-basis; and we shall later make use of the vector « = (a,,--•,<»")' which has the basis elements as its components.
9.
As we remarked already, except when K is an imaginary quadratic field there are always infinitely many associated A-functions. Hence, apart from this special case, theorem 1 establishes the existence of infinitely many different A-bases of any given ideal [o A ] = a. It has some interest to note that these A-bases do not represent the most general type of basis of an ideal. This is obvious from the following theorem. evidently has the asserted properties. This construction will in general give for Af much too large a set. There would be some interest in establishing an algorithm for determining the smallest possible set M that belongs to a given field K.
The classical theorem on the finiteness of the ideal class number of K is a trivial consequence of Theorem 2. For let a be an arbitrary (fractional) ideal ^ (0) of K; let i{p) be any ceiling such that [a*] = a, and let a 2 , • • •, <x B be a A-basis. Then the ideal is equivalent to a, and it has only finitely many possibilities because all its generators lie in the finite set M.
10.
Let / = {ip} be an arbitrary adele of K, and X(p) any ceiling. We shall prove that the adele can be approximated by a number a of the field such that all the valuations |«-ip\p are at most of the order of A(p). We begin with a weaker result. Denote by 9t* the set of those finite prime divisors t for which at least one of the two numbers |* t | t and A(t) is distinct from 1, by & the set of all rational primes p of the form p = p t f°r some r in ^* , and by & and J? the sets of all finite prime divisors t for which p t does, or does not, belong to &, respectively. Let further II be the product of all primes £ in 0>.
From these definitions, (29) |f,|, = A(r) = |/7|, = 1 for x e 0t.
Choose for k so large a positive integer that
Wi\\\ ^ 1 for all r e 0t\ the finitely many numbers IPi t , where \B0t, are thus t-adic integers. By the approximation theorem for finitely many distinct t-adic valuations of K there exists then an algebraic integer y in K such that
\Y-n"i t \ t ^ \IP\ t X(x)
for all On putting terms of use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S144678870002526X fi = n-* Y .
it follows that \P-it\t ^ A(t) for all i e 3t.
On the other hand, it is obvious from (29) that |0-« r | t = |/7-»y-H|, ^ max(|/7-»y| tf Ink) = 1 = A(t) for a U t e l .
These two sets of inequalities prove that /S satisfies the assertion of the lemma.
11.
The system of inequalities By combining the estimates (32) and (33) we arrive at the following result.
THEOREM 3. Let i = {ip} be any addle and X(p) any ceiling of K. Then there exists an element a of K such that nC la-tqlq ^ -A fa) for all q, | a -t t | t ^ A(t) /or a« t.
COROLLARY. These formulae imply that
Hence to every addle 1 there is a field element a with the property that the volume of the addle a-/ is not greater than (»C/2) B . Theorem 3 seems to be new; it is stronger than the approximation theorems in the books on algebraic numbers which have been referred to in the introduction.
12.
As an application of Theorem 3 we give here a short proof of a well-known density theorem (see e.g. Lang 1964 , V, § 1, or O'Meara 1963 Denote by X(p) an arbitrary ceiling, by t a parameter such that
and by L(t) the number of field elements oc satisfying (35) |a| q ^ M(q) for all q; |a|, ^ A(i) for all t.
We shall prove that (36) L{t)
[17]
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Put where as usual the square brackets denote the integral part. Then, by (34), Now, by (34) and (37), max and so it follows from (38) that a is a solution of (35).
On the other hand, the numbers, <x and a* say, that belong to two distinct systems of integers g and g*, are themselves distinct. For let j be a suffix for which g t ^=gf and hence \g f -gf\ ^ 1. By means of our construction we have thus obtained ( 2 T + 1 ) * distinct solutions of the inequalities (35), and so we have proved the assertion.
13.
If x is a real variable, let as usual sgn x = + 1 if x > 0, sgn 0 = 0 , and sgn x = -1 if x < 0. The assertion of the theorem is contained in (40) and (41).
14.
Let where s 2: 1, be a finite set of distinct prime divisors which, in particular, contains all infinite prime divisors. From the definition of a ceiling it is obvious that for all suffixes a = 1, 2, • • \ s there exists a ceiling, k,(p) say, with the following properties. not all zero can hold. In the special case when S consists only of the infinite prime divisors, this result contains the main part of Dirichlet's unit theorem: There are r = ?",-1 independent units in K. In the general case the result just proved is due to Artin and Whaples (1945) . There exists then a n n x n matrix
with rational integral elements such that n «y» = 2°» A (A = i, 2, • • • , » ) .
*-i
On comparing this formula with (42) and remembering that U is unique, it follows that (44) aU = V is a matrix with rational integral elements.
Next, on changing over to the conjugates, the formulae (42) imply that irf (*.,•=. l.2,-.
•.»). The properties (43), (44), and (47) enable us to find all possible matrices U; in particular, we obtain upper bounds for both the numerators and the denominators of the elements « M of U where these bounds depend only on the ceiling A(p). We therefore arrive at the following result. 
17.
As an application of Theorem 5, consider the infinite sequence of ceilings (48 Minkowski also decided in this special case for which fields K the matrix chain (50) can be periodic; by this we mean that there exist two positive integers L and L' such that U M = U t for I ^ V.
In the general case I solved this problem in my paper (Mahler 1937) by proving (in a slightly different notation) the following theorem.
In order that to the sequence (48) of ceilings there exist a sequence of i. t -bases a. ltl ,•••, a, " for which the sequence (50) of matrices is periodic, it is necessary and sufficient that the ceiling fi(<\) be principal. I also showed in this paper that to every ceiling /i{p) there exist principal ceilings that are arbitrarily close to some integral power of p(p).
